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Female-limited polymorphisms, where females have multiple forms but
males have only one, have been described in a variety of animals, yet are difficult to explain because selection typically is expected to decrease rather
than maintain diversity. In the white-necked jacobin (Florisuga mellivora),
all males and approximately 20% of females express an ornamented plumage type (androchromic), while other females are non-ornamented
(heterochromic). Androchrome females benefit from reduced social harassment, but it remains unclear why both morphs persist. Female morphs
may represent balanced alternative behavioural strategies, but an alternative
hypothesis is that androchrome females are mimicking males. Here, we test
a critical prediction of these hypotheses by measuring morphological, physiological and behavioural traits that relate to resource-holding potential
(RHP), or competitive ability. In all these traits, we find little difference
between female types, but higher RHP in males. These results, together
with previous findings in this species, indicate that androchrome females
increase access to food resources through mimicry of more aggressive
males. Importantly, the mimicry hypothesis provides a clear theoretical pathway for polymorphism maintenance through frequency-dependent
selection. Social dominance mimicry, long suspected to operate between
species, can therefore also operate within species, leading to polymorphism
and perhaps similarities between sexes more generally.

1. Introduction

Electronic supplementary material is available
online at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.
c.6166889.

The persistence of polymorphisms, or discrete phenotypic variation, has been
the subject of an enduring debate in evolutionary biology because most
forms of natural selection and genetic drift are expected to reduce rather than
maintain diversity over time [1–4]. Sex-limited polymorphisms, where one
sex exhibits multiple forms, but the other does not, are of particular interest
because adaptive explanations for the polymorphism’s persistence must also
account for the difference between the sexes. The study of such sex-limited
polymorphisms has traditionally focused on male-limited polymorphism and
the ways in which sexual selection maintains a diversity of breeding phenotypes [5,6]. Although female-limited polymorphism has been studied in an
increasing diversity of taxa [7–10], much like female ornamentation, the adaptive hypotheses used to explain female-limited polymorphism are diverse and
relatively untested compared to those in males [6,11].
© 2022 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.

2. Methods
(a) Morphology, ageing and sexing
We captured 436 white-necked jacobins from August 2015 to
May 2019 in and around Gamboa, Panama (9°7’1200 , −79°
42’000 ). All birds were photographed and identified as either
androchromic, heterochromic, or mixed by JFF while in hand.
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the other most effectively when rare, though the specific
parameters influencing these dynamics are diverse [6,27,28].
Alternatively, androchrome females may mimic male
coloration but are otherwise more like heterochrome females
in morphology, physiology and behaviour. According to this
hypothesis, males have evolved more aggressive behaviour
and territorial feeding strategies, and their ornamentation is
a signal of high RHP and its associated adaptations. Androchrome females mimic males by having similar plumage
coloration but do not employ a similar feeding strategy, nor
the associated morphological or physiological adaptations
to facilitate that behaviour. Instead, androchrome females
benefit because other hummingbirds cannot easily distinguish them from more aggressive males, yet these
females do not pay the costs of higher RHP such as energetically expensive muscle mass and risky aerial combat.
Diminishing benefit with increasing frequency of mimics is
inherent in deceptive mimicry systems [13,29,30], offering a
potential avenue for polymorphism maintenance. A critical
distinguishing prediction of this hypothesis is that androchrome and heterochrome females should have similar
morphologies, physiologies and behaviours (i.e. similar
RHP) that differ from those of males. This hypothesis is
related to the ‘competitive mimicry’ hypotheses proposed
to explain phenotype convergence [31–33], especially where
members of one group mimic a more socially dominant
competitor to gain access to ecological resources.
Here, we seek to distinguish between these alternative
hypotheses by testing a critical difference in their predictions:
whether RHP (as measured by morphology, physiology and
behaviour) is best predicted by plumage type (indicating
alternative behavioural strategies across females), or by genetic sex (indicating mimicry of males by some females).
First, we used a weight-lifting assay to assess burst power,
which is a measure of flight performance in hummingbirds
[34,35]. Burst power is the maximum energetic output
during hummingbird flight [35,36] and is related to agility
and the ability to perform aerial manoeuvres that are used
in direct competition and territoriality such as chasing and
aerial fighting [34,35,37,38]. Second, we measured wing loading (i.e. the ratio of body weight to wing area) via wing shape
measures, which are associated with aspects of manoeuvrability such as in-flight rotations, turns and acceleration
[34,39], in addition to other wing parameters. Third, we compared overall body size, as larger size is associated with
dominance across hummingbird species [40,41] and other
taxa [42]. Finally, we observed whether androchrome
female feeding behaviour is more like that of males or that
of heterochrome females by monitoring birds fitted with
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags in a network of feeders with RFID-detecting antennae. Ultimately, comparing
morphology, physiology and behaviour across both sexes
and plumage types can elucidate the mechanisms by which
discrete variation in females is maintained.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb

Negative frequency-dependent selection, a type of
balancing selection [1], has been shown to maintain several
examples of sex-limited polymorphism. Theoretically, if a
morph’s fitness is high when it is rare but low when
common, it can remain in the population at equilibrium with
alternative morphs [12,13]. Negative frequency-dependent
selection is a characteristic of many common situations
found in nature, such as mimicry, apostatic selection and
alternative behavioural strategies [14]. For example, polymorphic female Ischnura damselflies have been shown to be
under negative frequency-dependent selection to avoid male
mating attempts [15,16], either by mimicking males [17], or
by reducing the ability to identify females [18,19]. In polymorphic male bluegill sunfish, two behavioural mating
strategies are maintained by negative frequency dependence
because each alternative strategy has higher relative fitness
when rare [20].
Many species of hummingbirds exhibit female-limited polymorphisms, and a recent study suggests the phenomenon may
be widespread across the hummingbird clade [21]. In at least
one hummingbird species, the white-necked jacobin (Florisuga
mellivora), female-limited polymorphism appears to have
evolved through competition for food resources via non-sexual
social selection [22]. All males and approximately 20% of adult
female white-necked jacobins are ornamented, containing an iridescent blue head, white neck and white tail (androchromic
plumage type). Female and male androchromes are nearly indistinguishable in the field. Other females are drab in coloration,
with a green dorsum, speckled throat and dark tail (heterochromic plumage type, see electronic supplement material and [22]
for detailed descriptions and illustrations). Androchromes of
unknown sex initiate chases more often than heterochrome
females, and both con- and heterospecific hummingbirds avoid
aggression toward both androchrome females and males compared to heterochrome females [22]. Androchrome females
have increased access to food resources, likely because they
experience reduced aggression in comparison to heterochrome
females. Thus, there appears to be an advantage to androchrome
plumage through a perceived association with aggression.
However, it remains untested whether competitive ability is
actually signalled by androchrome plumage in both sexes.
Understanding competitive ability relates directly to
hypotheses for how the polymorphism is maintained. Given
previous findings, two explanations are plausible. First, androchromes of both sexes may have evolved a suite of
morphological, physiological and behavioural adaptations that
facilitate a territorial feeding strategy signalled by their conspicuous plumage, whereas heterochrome females use a nonterritorial strategy [23]. In other words, the two female types
exhibit alternative behavioural strategies, and androchrome plumage in both males and females is associated with more
aggressive behaviour and higher competitive ability. Other
individuals avoid androchromes because this plumage type is
a direct signal of these potentially dangerous behaviours.
Critically, under this hypothesis, we expect androchrome individuals of both sexes to have similar resource-holding
potential (RHP) that is greater than that of heterochrome
females. This hypothesis is supported in many examples of
species-wide and male polymorphism where alternative phenotypes are not only visually distinct but morphologically,
physiologically and behaviourally divergent as well (e.g.
[24–26]; reviewed in [5,6]). Alternative behavioural strategies
are typically maintained because one strategy competes against
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We measured burst power of 210 captured birds in a 38 × 38 ×
60 cm mesh enclosure covered on all sides except the top with
an opaque grey fabric and placed an LED light (Ledlenser
SE07R) above the enclosure to attract the bird upwards. A
rubber loop connected to a string of coloured weights was
loosely draped over the bird’s neck (see Data Accessibility for
the mass of each bead). Birds were encouraged to fly by releasing
them approximately 3 cm from the cage base. Once in flight, the
birds lift progressively more weights, and we recorded videos of
the maximum number of weights lifted. We targeted 5–7 lift
flights for each bird and were able to extract data accurately
from the videos for 2–10 lifts per bird. We removed trials with
less than four lifts, resulting in an average of 6.3 lifts per bird
(± 1.4 s.d.). For each lift, we took the mass of the bird and
added this to the mass lifted to calculate the total mass lifted.
We averaged all lifts for a mean burst power measurement for
each capture. The number of lifts per bird was not associated
with mean burst power ( p = 0.55). Before analysing the data,
we removed individuals with 40% or more corrugation to
remove juveniles, resulting in 167 individuals (52 heterochrome
females, 10 androchrome females and 105 androchrome males).
We then compared heterochromic females, androchromic
females and males by calculating means and bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals for each bird type with 5000 resamples. Contrasts between types were then evaluated using permutation tests
to calculate p-values with 5000 permutations ( p < 0.025 or greater
than 0.975 are significant at alpha = 0.05).

Wing loading is the total sustained mass in flight per area of both
spread wings [49]. The mass of each bird was measured with a
digital scale (± 0.005 g). We approximated wing area by multiplying the length of the closed wing by the wing width (see
Methods: morphology, ageing and sexing). We verified the accuracy of this technique by comparing this estimate of wing area to
measured wing area using detailed measurements from 144
photographs of spread wings. Estimates were significantly predictive of measured wing load ( p < 0.0001, correlation = 0.659,
residual s.e. = 0.00025). Therefore, we proceeded to use the
wing area approximations in analysis of wing load (though see
table 1 for wing load calculations based on detailed area
measures). As with burst power, we removed juveniles, resulting
in 282 individuals (78 heterochrome females, 20 androchrome
females and 184 androchrome males) and evaluated differences
between the three bird types by calculating mean and bootstrapped 95% CI with 5000 resamples, and calculated p-values
using permutation tests with 5000 permutations ( p < 0.025 or
greater than 0.975 are significant at alpha = 0.05).

(d) Body size
We incorporated all seven morphological measurements taken in
the field into a principal components analysis to interpret and
visualize morphological variation in this species. To test whether
bird types differed from each other, we performed three discriminant function analyses with the MASS package in R [50,51] to
test whether any axes of morphological variation could distinguish between heterochrome and androchrome females,
androchrome females and males, and heterochrome females
and males. For each of these pairwise comparisons, we generated
jackknifed predictions of bird type with our observed data. Overall prediction accuracy was calculated as the weighted mean of
the prediction accuracy for each bird type. We then permuted
the bird type 5000 times to generate an estimation of the null
accuracy of jackknifed predictions under randomized association
of type and morphology measurements. We calculated p-values
as the proportion of permutations that exceeded the accuracy
of the observed dataset. In a final comparison, we repeated this
analysis to compare whether genetic sex could be predicted by
morphology.

(e) Feeding strategy
To assess the behaviour of individual white-necked jacobins, we
used a RFID system to log feeding behaviour across the town of
Gamboa, Panama, as described in [22]. Briefly, white-necked
jacobins were sub-dermally tagged with PIT tags between the
shoulders, and we detected tagged birds in the wild using
RFID loggers attached to hummingbird feeders [52]. If a tag
was detected, the ID was logged with date and time to the
second. We began PIT tagging white-necked jacobins in December of 2017, and we tagged most subsequent captures until the
experiment ended in May 2019. All tagged birds were genetically
sexed as described above. Feeders were placed a minimum of
50 m apart with no line of sight between any two feeders, and
we attempted to keep spacing even when changing the number
of feeders. We filled feeders with sugar and water solution in
high- and low-sugar concentrations (1 : 3 and 1 : 6 parts sucrose :
water solutions). However, a previous study on this same dataset [22] found that visitation to high- versus low-sugar feeders
did not differ between the males, heterochrome females or
androchrome females. Therefore, we did not incorporate feeder
sugar levels into our analyses of behavioural strategies since
our purpose in this study was to find aspects of feeding
behaviour that distinguish bird types. Thirty-eight heterochrome
females, 15 androchrome females and 104 males visited a feeder
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(b) Burst power

(c) Wing load
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We verified this classification strategy with the procedure
described in [22]. Briefly, we extracted colour values from photographs of 208 white-necked jacobins and used unsupervised
clustering methods to show two clusters of colour in this species.
This objective classification of photos matched in-hand identifications of androchromes and heterochromes in 100% of cases.
We therefore included all birds with in-hand identification in
these analyses except those identified as ‘mixed’ which could
not be consistently classified but made up only 1.3% of all
captures. Throughout this paper, we refer to ‘bird type’ as a
three-factor plumage/sex variable which includes heterochrome
females, androchrome females and androchrome males.
At the time of each capture, we collected morphological
measurements: mass (± 0.01 g digital scale), length of culmen,
length from nare to bill tip, tarsus (± 0.1 mm manual calipers),
right closed wing length f (± 0.05 cm hand ruler [43]), right wing
width cm, (± 0.05 cm hand ruler [43]) and tail length (± 0.5 mm
ruler). In addition to these measurements taken during capture,
we also photographed the spread right-side wing on graphing
paper of 137 individuals for more detailed wing parameter
measurements. Using these photographs, we measured wing
length, width and area using ImageJ [44], and used these to calculate the shape ratio (length/width), aspect ratio (2 × length2/area)
and wing taper (length × width/area) following guidelines in [45].
We used bill corrugation to distinguish juveniles from adults,
as young hummingbirds have more bill corrugation than do
older birds, [46–48]. Previous analyses in this species have
found that most adult females can have up to 40% of the bill
corrugated [22], so we considered birds with 40% or more corrugation to be juveniles in their first year. For genetic sexing, we
collected 5–15 µl of blood from the tarsal vein into 2% SDS
lysis buffer. Samples were stored at room temperature and
shipped to the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, where all DNA
samples were extracted using Qiagen DNeasy Blood & Tissue
Kits. We sexed individuals using either 2550F/2718R primers
or 1237L/1272H primers to amplify fragments of the sex
chromosomes on agarose gels or an Applied Biosystems 3730xl
sequencer, respectively [22].

bird type

mean

95% CI

wing area (cm2)

Hf
Af

11.61
11.94

(11.34, 11.86)
(11.52, 12.45)

Am
Hf

12.70
6.97

(12.51, 12.90)
(6.89, 7.57)

Af

7.04

(6.91, 7.04)

Am
Hf

7.33
2.25

(7.27, 7.39)
(2.22, 2.28)

Af
Am

2.30
2.47

(2.27, 2.32)
(2.44, 2.49)

Hf
Af

3.00
2.78

(2.85, 3.07)
(2.68, 2.89)

Am

3.00

(2.89, 3.04)

Hf
Af

8.53
8.47

(8.45, 8.62)
(8.30, 8.62)

Am
Hf

8.62
3.13

(8.54, 8.71)
(3.09, 3.18)

Af

3.09

(3.01, 3.17)

Am
Hf

3.00
0.363

(2.96, 3.04)
(0.344, 0.383)

Af
Am

0.369
0.439

(0.334, 0.401)
(0.425, 0.452)
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length (cm)

width (cm)

wing load (kg m−2)

aspect ratio

shape ratio

taper

Hf-Af contrast pvalue

Am-Hf contrast pvalue

Am-Af contrast pvalue

0.81

<0.0002

<0.0002

0.7

<0.0002

<0.0002

0.82

<0.0002

<0.0002

0.84

0.48

0.06

0.32

0.10

0.10

0.26

>0.9998

0.94

0.60

<0.0002

<0.0002

at least once during the two seasons. Androchrome females may
switch to heterochrome plumage during moult. Therefore, we
removed the data from 2019 from two androchrome females
that were tagged in 2018, but not recaptured in 2019 because
we could not verify their plumage type. Another two androchrome females from 2018 were recaptured in 2019 and we
verified that they had moulted to heterochromic plumage. Therefore, we changed their plumage type to heterochromic in the
2019 dataset.
A major difference between non-territorial and territorial feeding strategies is in space usage [53]. Specifically, territoriality
involves frequent feeds from a small region of space, while nonterritorial strategies are more dispersed. We therefore compared
daily feed frequency to daily space usage, using the number of
feeding stations visited as a proxy for space use. For non-territorial
birds, we expect a positive relationship between feed frequency
and number of stations visited. By contrast, territorial behaviour
should be associated with low number of stations visited but
high feed frequency [53]. A preliminary analysis of all individuals
found a nonlinear, hump-shaped relationship—the number of
stations visited appeared to increase from low- to mid-level feed
frequencies, but then decreased from mid- to high-level feed frequencies, suggesting that both non-territorial and territorial
strategies exist in the population. Both juveniles and adults
showed a similar relationship between feed frequency and stations
visited, so we combined both for future analyses. We modelled
this relationship with the daily number of stations visited as a
response to the total daily feeds. We then evaluated this model

with and without a quadratic representation for total daily feeds
as a second predictor variable. Models were compared with and
without the quadratic component using a likelihood ratio test to
test whether a quadratic relationship better describes the relationship than a linear relationship. Last, we repeated these same steps
for each of the three bird types to observe whether all three
exhibited similarly shaped relationships.

3. Results
(a) Burst power, wing load, wing shape and body size
Androchrome and heterochrome females had similar burst
power (figure 1a: androchrome female mean = 18.4 g, 95%
CI = 17.7, 19.1 g; heterochrome female mean = 19.1 g, 95%
CI = 17.87, 20.2 g; difference in mean p = 0.75) whereas
males (mean = 22.0 g, 95% CI = 21.5, 22.5 g) had higher
burst power than both heterochrome females ( p < 0.002)
and androchrome females ( p = 0.03). Androchrome female
wing load (figure 1b: mean = 4.66, 95% CI = 4.50, 4.83) was
not significantly different from either heterochrome females
(mean = 4.72, 95% CI = 4.62, 4.82; p = 0.30) or males (mean =
4.56, 95% CI = 4.50, 4.62; p = 0.14). Males had significantly
lower wing load than heterochrome females ( p = 0.002), but
the effect size was small (figure 1b). We also found overlap
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measurement
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Table 1. Comparison of wing measures of white-necked jacobin plumage types. Hf = heterochrome female, Af = androchrome female, Am = Androchrome male.
We photographed the spread right wing of 116 white-necked jacobins (Hf, n = 31; Af, n = 8; Am, n = 77) on 0.5 cm graph paper and measured the length, width
and area. Wing load, aspect ratio, shape ratio and taper were calculated as in [45]. Ninety-ﬁve per cent conﬁdence intervals were calculated with bootstrapping, and
p-values were calculated by permutations of all three bird types. p-values < 0.025 and greater than 0.975 are signiﬁcant (italics) at alpha = 0.05.

(a)

#

5

#

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb

N.S.
total lift capacity (g)

25

20

15

N.S.
7

wing load (kg m–2)
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(b)
N.S.

**

6
5
4
3
heterochrome
female

androchrome
female

androchrome
male

Figure 1. Burst power and wing loading in heterochrome females, androchrome females and androchrome males. Points and lines represent means and bootstrapped 95%
CI. Shaded areas represent the distribution of individual data points. p-values for differences in means are indicated by N.S., p > 0.05; **0.01 > p > 0.001; p < 0.0001.
Juveniles were excluded from both graphs. (a) Females of both plumage types were similar in burst power, but males lifted significantly more than both female types.
(b) Similar wing loading measures were found between female plumage types, and between androchrome females and males. Heterochrome females had slightly but
significantly lower wing load than androchrome males. (Online version in colour.)
in all measures and calculations of wing size/shape between
the two female types (table 1). By contrast, males had larger
wing length, width, wing area and taper than both female
types. Wing load and aspect ratio calculations were similar
across all three bird types, and male shape ratio was different
from heterochrome but not from androchrome females.
Discriminant function analysis comparing the two female
types showed that morphology predicted female type with
an overall 79.6% accuracy, but this was not better than null
expectations under permuted datasets ( p = 0.68) indicating
that female types cannot be distinguished by morphology.
Males and androchrome females could be distinguished
with an overall 95.5% accuracy, and heterochrome females
and males were distinguished with 93.4% accuracy, both
of which exceeded the accuracy of permuted datasets ( p <
0.002 both comparisons). The overall prediction accuracy of
genetic sex based on morphology was 93.2%, which was
also greater than null expectations from permuted datasets
( p < 0.002). Similarly, principal component analysis of morphology clearly showed an overlap between female types,
but that males and females can be distinguished (figure 2).
Together, our results suggest that female plumage type
cannot be distinguished by any traits associated with RHP
that we measured, including burst power, wing loading,
overall body size or wing shape. By contrast, males differed
from both female types in all of these traits except some

measures of wing morphology (wing load, shape ratio and
aspect ratio).

(b) Feeding strategy
The model of the relationship between the number of stations
visited and feed frequency for all individuals was improved
by inclusion of a negative quadratic term (ΔAIC = −57.9,
β = −0.003, electronic supplementary material, table S1). We
then fit the same model parameters to the same data but
subset by bird type. Model fit of heterochrome females was
not improved with the addition of a quadratic term
(ΔAIC = +1.5, electronic supplementary material, table S1;
figure 3). Androchrome females showed a marginal positive
quadratic relationship (ΔAIC = −3.1, β = +0.025, electronic
supplementary material, table S1; figure 3), opposite the
direction we found across all three groups. The male model
was also improved with the addition of a quadratic term,
but here the relationship was negative (ΔAIC = −34.1,
β = −0.002, electronic supplementary material, table S1;
figure 3), reflecting decreased space use at the lowest and
highest feeding frequencies. In summary, both female types
show evidence for increasing space use as feed frequency
increases, but only males showed reduced space use at their
highest feed frequencies, a pattern consistent with territorial
feeding strategy. This difference between the sexes appears

4

heterochrome females

mrphology PC2

3
0
2
–2
1
0
morphology PC1

2

Figure 2. Principal components for seven measures of body size in whitenecked jacobins. The first and second PC axes are depicted here, which
explain 38.5% and 25.4% of the total variation. Green points and shading
represent heterochrome female morphology, while blue and grey represent
androchrome females and androchrome males, respectively. Both female
types overlap, while most males are distinct from either female type.
(Online version in colour.)
to be driven by a much more limited range of mean daily
feeding visits for females compared to males (figure 3).
Indeed, the maximum mean feeder visit rate for any female
was 19.2 visits per day, less than half the maximum found
in males, 55.8 visits per day.

androchrome females
4
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mean number of feeders visited per day

–4

3
2
1
androchrome males
4
3
2

4. Discussion
Directional selection and genetic drift tend to reduce variation over time, but polymorphisms can persist through
several adaptive mechanisms [1]. Alternative behavioural
strategies have been implicated as a form of balancing selection that can maintain polymorphism through negative
frequency-dependent fitness [5,6,27]. In these cases, suites
of morphological and physiological traits are often linked to
divergent behavioural strategies. In white-crowned sparrows,
for example, a plumage colour polymorphism is linked to
differences in aggression through hormonal and neural correlates [54]. Alternative behavioural strategies have been
described in a diversity of taxa and are often involved in
male–male competition for access to mating opportunities
leading to male polymorphism [6], for example, the α-, βand γ-male morphs in a marine isopod that each use a different mating strategy [55]. Similar alternative behavioural
strategies could in theory evolve in other contexts such as
competition for social rank, breeding resources or limited
food energetic resources. As such, it has been proposed that
female polymorphism in hummingbirds could be explained
by the coexistence of multiple feeding strategies [23].
Ornamentation is often associate with territoriality in hummingbirds, whether found on females or males [56,57].
Therefore, colourful plumage could be used as a signal for
high RHP not only across species and sex, but within sex as
well.
In contrast with this hypothesis, we found that even
though androchrome females and males have similar coloration, they differ in morphology, physiology and behaviour.
Furthermore, we did not find any difference between the
two female types in measures that are known to be associated

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb

4
2

6

1
0

20
40
mean feeder visits per day

Figure 3. A comparison of space use (mean number of feeders visited) and
feed frequency (mean feeder visits) as a measure of feeding strategy. Best-fit
linear and quadratic relationships are shown in each graph. If both non-territorial and territorial strategies are used, we expect a negative quadratic
component (upside-down U) to this relationship, which was only found in
androchrome males. Females of both types only exhibited a positive relationship, indicating a lack of detected territoriality. Individuals of all three types
therefore can be observed using a non-territorial feeding strategy, but some
males show patterns consistent with territoriality. (Online version in colour.)

with divergent feeding strategies in hummingbirds, including burst power, body size, wing load and wing shape
[34,53]. Therefore, our results are inconsistent with the
prediction that both androchrome females and males
are co-dominant over heterochromes [23]. Based on our
measurements, sex—not plumage type—can predict the outcome of an antagonistic interaction should one occur. In a
previous study, androchrome female mounts experienced
less aggression than heterochrome females, they accessed
food resourced at higher rates, and androchromes of
unknown sex were more aggressive toward other hummingbirds [22]. Here, we find that some males are more territorial
than females and that their morphology and physiology are
adapted to this behavioural strategy. Taken together with
previous findings [22], our results suggest that the benefit
to androchrome females derives from mimicry of more
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experiments to test. It should be noted, however, that negative
frequency dependence is not solely a property of deceptive
mimicry, and that alternative behavioural strategies are also
maintained through negative frequency dependence. Although
we found multiple lines of evidence that the female morphs are
similar, it is likely that differences will be discovered in other
contexts. This would not necessarily contradict the social dominance mimicry hypothesis, but it would add greater ecological
context that could affect frequencies of either morph at equilibria [61]. For example, female-limited polymorphism in
damselflies is thought to be maintained by intersexual mimicry
to avoid mating attention, but female colour morphs nevertheless differ from each other in multiple ways (e.g. temperature
sensitivity [61], tolerance to parasites [62] and UV damage
[63]).
While differences in hummingbird feeding strategies have
long been hypothesized [53], this study is the first to attempt to
identify different strategies with many individuals through a
passive tracking technique in the wild. By comparing the
number of feeders visited with feed frequency, we found a
distinct hump-shaped relationship. The initial increase on the
left side of this relationship is likely due to lower detection
rates for some individuals. Gamboa and the surrounding
area has many potential locations for hummingbirds to feed,
most of which we were unable to track. If an individual
feeds primarily from these alternative locations, then we
expect to detect fewer of their feedings, and our ability to
identify their strategy is weak. This may be the primary
reason that we see increasing space usage from low- to midrange feeding frequency, because detection at a high number
of stations is difficult if detection is low. However, the
observed reduction in space use from mid- to high-range
feed frequency cannot be explained through lower detection
because feeder use is increasing. Therefore, while we cannot
confidently identify strategies of the lowest detected individuals, we are more confident that the high space use with
mid-range feed frequency, and the low space use with highrange feed frequency represent a spectrum between different
feeding strategies. As another caveat, we note that we cannot
be certain the birds engaged in any direct competition with
other individuals at the feeders with the available data. However, a high number of feeds with lower space is consistent
with expectations under exclusionary competition for
resources and is distinct from a feeding strategy with higher
space use [53]. Furthermore, the spectrum of behaviours we
describe here is well documented in hummingbirds [53,64],
and exclusionary competition is conspicuously evident by
watching white-necked jacobins interact at both natural and
artificial food sources in the wild.
Our lack of evidence for differences in feeding strategy
between female types does not exclude the possibility that
androchrome females can show increased access to food
resources. In fact, we previously found that androchrome
females had longer duration feedings than heterochrome
females [22], which is compatible with our analysis here:
even if androchrome females do not exhibit distinct feeding
strategies, if mimicry allows them to be harassed less often,
they should be able to access food for longer durations. We
also previously found that female types differed in feed frequency, but not when excluding days in which birds did
not visit our RFID feeders [22]. This lack of a difference is
reflected in our analysis here, where we only included days
in which individuals were detected at least once. We focus
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socially aggressive males rather than through alternative
behavioural strategies where androchrome coloration would
be a direct signal of aggression in both sexes.
Hummingbirds differ widely in their propensity to
engage in aggression and exclusionary competition at food
resources, both within and between species [53,58]. While
in some species, both sexes compete for flower resources
[56,57], in others males are more prone to aggressive behaviour around food [59]. The reasons for these behavioural
differences have not been explicitly tested, but it has been
hypothesized that males defend food resources to attract
mates [60], and perhaps nesting females must maintain
spatial flexibility. In white-necked jacobins, androchrome of
unknown sex are on average more aggressive than heterochrome females [22]. However, based on the results here, it
is likely that most observed chases are from males, not androchrome females. Despite this, if other hummingbirds cannot
easily distinguish female androchromes from males, then
androchrome females can reap the benefit of appearing like
an aggressive male through mimicry without the potential
costs of behaving like one.
The evidence in favour of mimicry is critical for understanding how this polymorphism is maintained because
deceptive mimicry is inherently frequency dependent
[13,30]. In classic Batesian mimicry, palatable mimics reduce
predation because predators cannot distinguish palatable
and distasteful or toxic prey. Mimics should experience the
least predation when mimicry is rare because most predator
experience will be with distasteful prey. A similar dynamic
may be at play in hummingbird females, but with social
harassment in place of distastefulness. Males may act as
more aggressive models with high RHP that deter competitors through interference competition, and androchrome
females resemble males to reap the benefits of reduced competition (e.g. greater access to food) without consistently
engaging in potentially harmful aggressive behaviours, or
having to produce costly morphologies (e.g. increased
muscle mass). However, the greater the frequency of malemimicking females, the lower the association between
plumage type and high RHP, perhaps to the point that heterochrome females are advantaged. Deceptive mimicry therefore
provides a clear framework for understanding how female
polymorphisms might persist through intersexual social
dominance mimicry in this and other hummingbird species
with female polymorphism [21].
On a related note, juveniles in this species, all of which
have androchromic plumage regardless of sex [22], may
also be engaging in social dominance mimicry. While the
focus of this study was to compare birds at the adult stage,
we found that juvenile males indeed have a lower muscle
capacity than adult males (β = 1.95, s.e. = 0.52, p = 0.0002),
with females showing a similar pattern (β = 1.33, s.e. = 0.71,
p = 0.06). We speculate that the conspicuity of androchrome
plumage is also advantageous to juveniles through mimicry.
Most females moult into heterochrome plumage as adults
perhaps due to the increased predation risk of nesting,
which is undertaken only by adult females.
Future work will likely add complexity and nuance to
this intersexual social dominance mimicry hypothesis. As
described above, negative frequency-dependent selection is
an inherent aspect of social dominance mimicry. However,
this study does not show direct evidence of frequencydependent selection, which will be important for future
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